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Frank J. Murray began his teaching career along with the class 
of 177. Already familiar with the John Bapst community, he soon 
became one of the most respected members of the staff, by both 
teachers and students. He was also the one called upon whenever 
any job had to be done. 
To merely list the positions Mr. Murray has held during our four 
years at John Bapst would be an injustice to him. For it is with his 
extra dedication that he established himself as a true leader, an 
educated teacher and a respected friend. 
His courage has been undaunted, his honesty has been impec-
cable and his integrity has been faultless. He will truly be an in-
spiration for us, the graduating class, in the years to come. 
So, Mr. FrankJ. Murray, teacher, track coach, football and 
basketball coordinator, S. A. C. moderator, Key Club advisor, 
and friend, we, the class of 177, would like to dedicate this edition 
of the Crusader to you for all the things you've done for us during 
our years at John Bapst. 
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ADMINISTRATION 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Saint John 's Parish 
BANGOR I MAINE 
Reverend James H. Keegan 
Mr. John L. McDonough 
Mr. Dennis D. Soucy 
Saint Mary 's Parish 
BANGOR I MAINE 
Reverend John J. Feeney 
Mr. William A. Cox 
Mr. Paul L. Riley 
Saint Joseph 1s Parish 
BREWER I MAINE 
Reverend Richard E. Harvey 
Mr. Leroy E. Donnelly 
Saint Theresa 's Parish 
SOUTH BREWER I MAINE 
Reverend Joseph Whitlock 
Mr. Earle Hannigan 
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TEACHER TIMEOUTS 
And you wonder why your tests aren't CORRECTED? 
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Cecelia A. Albans 
AS I WALKED TO 
THE LAST 
ASSEMBLY, 
Linda M. Baker 
David M. Andrade 
Mary A. Albans 
THERE WERE TEARS 
IN THE BACK 
OF 
MY EYES, 
Karen L. Boudreau 
Patrick T. Boudreau 
AND I SAW ALL 
MY FRIENDS 
AROUND ME, 
Andre E. Cushing Ill 
Paul M. Chandler 
Deborah A. Brewer 
THEY WERE THERE 
TO WISH ME GOODBYE. 
Dennis R. Dauphinee 
Megan K. De Grasse 
GATHER ROUND, 
GATHER ROUND, 
EI len P. Donahue 
Michael F. Dionne 
Mark W. Dionne 
EVERYBODY 
GATHER 
ROUND. 
Patricia E. Doyle 
Jil I E. Dunbar 
COME AND JOIN 
OUR 
LAST ASSEMBLY 
Kimberly J. Dunning 
Michael E. Dunn 
Terry L. Dunbar 
LET US SMILE, 
WIPE AWAY ALL 
THE FROWNS. 
Dale S. Edinger 
Robert J. Ford 
AS I STOOD IN A 
LINE WITH MY 
COMRADES, 
Mary P. Harper 
Charlotte L. Gould 
Aprel D. Furrough 
I FELT SUCH 
A FEELING OF 
PRIDE, 
William J. Higgins 
Nancy A. Hughes 
AND I FORGOT ALL 
THE GRIEF 
AND THE HATRED 
INSIDE, 
Constance A. Lynch 
Elizabeth A. Lindsay 
Patricia A. Hughes 
AS WE SANG FOR 
THE VERY 
LAST TIME. 
Donald R. Lynch 
Joseph D. Lynch 
NO MORE 
LOOKING 
BACK, 
Russell J. McKenna 
Thomas W. McCarthy 
Kathleen A. MacKay 
NO MORE 
LIVING IN THE 
PAST. 
Michael P. Mc Tigue 
Randy E. Merrit 
YESTERDAY'S 
GONE 
THAT A FACT, 
Carlene F. Mitchell 
Edward J. Miller 
Daniel E. Milan 
NOW THERE'S NO 
MORE LOOKING 
BACK. 
Meg M. Montgomery 
Francis Mooney 
NO MORE LIVI NG 
IN 
THE 
PAST I 
Theresa M. Mullins 
Joseph Mooney 
John T. Mooney 
BUT l'VE GOT 
WORDS IN MY EARS 
AND MY EYES 
RobertE. Murray Jr. 
Charles K. Neidorowski 
l'VE GOT SO 
MANY FACTS 
THAT I MUST 
MEMORIZE 
Deborah A. Paulette 
Greogry J. Veilleux 
Lisa M. 0 1 Brien 
BECAUSE 
EDUCATIONS DOING 
ME IN, 
Susan J. Pol oyot 
Mary Ellen Powers 
I WANT TO STOP 
BUT MY 
HEADS IN A SWIM 
Kelly G. Rice 
Debra L. Reardon 
Kathryn L. Qui nn 
EDUCATION DRIVES 
ME INSANE 
Jane Marie Rice 
Raymond G. Ross 
I CAN'T RECALL 
ALL THE FACTS ON 
MY BRAIN 
Jeananne M. Shaw 
Paul E. Ruther 
Andrew J. Russel I 
EDUCATION 
CAME THAT DAY 
Karen M. Sheppard 
Brian J. Simpson 
THE DAY IT CAME 
WAS A SACRED DAY 
Albert M. Sockbeson 
Katherine L. Smith 
Michael K. Slyne 
EDUCATION 
SAVES THE DAY 
Kevin F. Sockbeson 
Charles M. Sullivan 
I THANKED GOD 
FOR ALL THE 
FRIENDS I HAD 
MADE 
Mark P. Veilleux 
Lisa A. Varney 
Terrance J. Toole 
AS I WALKED 
TO THE 
LAST ASSEMBLY. 
THE KINKS 
Dennis L. Whitney 
SENIOR INDEX 
ALBANS, CECELIA A. 
ALBANS, MARY A. 
Dramatics 1,2,3,4; Track 1,2,3,4 
(captain 3, M.V.P.); Cheerleading 2,3,4; 
A.A.Li. Swimteam 1,2; C.Y.0. 1-4, 
(Vice-president of Deanery 3); Newspaper 
3,4; Intramural sports 2-4; Pep club 2; 
French Ill award 3; Dirigo girls State 3; 
Senior Play 4. 
ANDRADE, DAVID M. 
BAKER, LINDA M. 
BOUDREAU, KAREN L. 
BOUDREAU, PATRICK T. 
BREWER, DEBORAH A. 
Newspaper 4; Ski Club; Basketball 2,3; 
Pep Club; Mathematical Award; honor roll 
1-4; Class plays 2-4; Flag football 2-4; 
Winter Carnival sports 2-4. 
CHANDLER, PAUL M. 
Basketball 1-3; Intramural sports 1-3; 
Winter Carnival sports 1-4; Chess 1,2; 
Honor roll 1-4; Dramatics 2-4; Perfect 
attendance 1-3; Ski club 1-4; 
CUSHING, ANDREE. 
Manager 2-4; Maine speech Festival 2; 
Track 2; Chess 2, 3; Dramatics 2-4; Key 
Club 2-4 <Treas. 3, Dist. Treas. 4) 
Newspaper 3,4; Hi-Y Bowl 3,4; College 
Bow I Capt. 4; Folk group 3; S. A. C 3, 4; 
Intramural sports 2; CYO 3; Honor Roll 4. 
DAUPHINEE, DENNIS R. 
City golf champion 4; Football 1-3, tri-
capt. 3); Golf 2-4 (lettered 3,4, M.1.P 
2, P. V. C. Champs 3); Winter carnival 
1-4; Intramural sports 1-4; Photo club; 
Chess club; S .A. C. l; Newspaper 1-4 
Boxing 4; Dramatics 1,3; Honor roll. 
DEGRASSE, MEGAN K. 
Cheerleading 1-3; Intramural sports 1-4; 
Glee club 1-4; Pep club 1-4; Dramatics· 
Religion merit l; Newspaper; Ski club; ' 
Manager 2; Hon or roll 1-4; S. A. C. 4; 
Track l; GUS MOORE FAN CLUB. 
DIONNE, MARK W. 
S.A.C. 1,2 (Treas. 2); Newspaper 1-4; 
Glee club 3,4; Ski club 1-4; Dramatics 1, 
2; Winter Carnival 1-4; Yearbook 4; Intra-
mural sports 1-4; Basketball 1-3; Track 
1-3; Baseball 4; Football 1-4 (lronduke 
1-4, MIP 2, MVP 3, All state conference, 
lrst team off. and def. 3, lrst team off. 
4); Boxing 1-4; Religion merit 3; 
DIONNE, MIKE F. 
FOOTBALL 1-4 (lronduke 1-4, All-
State Conference, lrstteam, off. 4); 
Basketball 1-3 (capt. 3); Baseball 1-4 
(capt. 4); Intramural sports 1-4; Ping-pong 
1-4; Religion merit l; Glee club 1-4; 
Newspaper 1-4; Ski club 1-4; Boxing 
1-4; SAC 1-3 (class pres. 1, class treas. 
2, HRR 3). 
DONAHUE, ELLEN P. 
CLC 2,3,4 (pres. 4); Dramatics 1-4; 
NHS 2-4 (sec. 4); Yearbook 4; Cribbage 
club 3; Hon or roll 1-4; Winter Carnival 
1-4. 
DOYLE, PATRICIA E. 
DUNBAR I JILL E. 
Homeroom rep. 1-3; SAC 2,3; Cheer-
leading 1-4 (capt. 3); Gymnastics 1-3· 
Winter Carnival 4. ' 
DUNBAR, TERRY L. 
Football 1-4. 
DUNN, MICHAEL E. 
DUNNING, KIMBERLY J. 
Cheerleading 3,4; Dramatics 4· Ski and 
Outing Club 1-4; Winter Carnivai' 3 4 · 
Track 3,4; New paper 4; Pep club; 1Pe1rsi-
37 
38 
sionaires 2; Glee club 4; lntrmural sports 
3; Homecoming queen cand. 3; Yearbook 
staff; Senior play 
ED I NG ER I DAL E s . 
Yearbook 2,3; NHS 3,4; SAC 4; Pep 
club 1-4; Newspaper 3,4; Honor roll 1-4; 
Perfect att. award 2, 3; Spanish award 
2, 3; Typing award 2; Biology award 2. 
FOR D , R 0 BER T 
Football 1-4 Clronduke 2-4, tri-capt. 4, 
All-state def. end); Basketball 1,2 (co-
capt. l); Religion award 1,2; Intramural 
sports 1-4; Boxing 1, 2; Track l; Ski 
club 1-4. 
FURROUGH, APREL D. 
Cheerleading 1-4 (CO-capt. 4); Pepclub 
1-4; Homecoming queen can. 4; winter 
carnival sports; dramatics ski club; 
newspaper. 
G 0 UL D, CH AR L 0 TT E L . 
Dramatics l; sking and outing club 1,3; 
cheerleading 3; Morse covered Bridge 2; 
Lullabye League 4; Glee club 4; Intramural 
sports 1-4. 
HAR PER, MARY P. 
Perfect attendance 1-4. 
HERBOLD, TIMOTHY 
HIGGINS, WILLIAM J. 
Football 1-4 Call-state conference 3,4, 
lronduke 1-4); Basketball 1-4 (co-capt. 4) 
Track 1-4 (capt. 4); Newspaper 1-4 (co-
ed.); SAC 1-4 (vice pres. 1, class pres. 
2); almost -perfect attendance award 1-4; 
Dramatics 1-4; folk group 1-4; Intramural 
sports 1-4. 
HUGHES, NANCY A. 
Intramural sports 3; yearbook 4; news-
paper 4; winter carnival l-4;ski club 1-3; 
accounting award 3; honor roll 1-4; soft-
ball 2; flagfootbal I 3; Pep club 2. 
HUGHES, PATRICIA A. 
Cheerleading 1-4 (capt. 4); Softball 2-4; 
Newspaper 3, 4; SAC 3 ( CLASs sec. HRR 
4); Intramural sports 1-4; religion merit; 
perfect attendance 2, 3. 
LINDSAY, ELIZABETH A. 
Pep club 2-4; intramural sports 2-4; 
Homecoming Crusader 2-4; Winter carnival; 
basketball 3,4; volleyball 3,4; honor roll 
4; dramatics 4; track 1. 
LYNCH, CONSTANCE A. 
LYNCH, DONALD R. 
Football 8, 1-4 (letter 2-4, lronduke 
award 1-4, Special lronduke Award, All-
state conference 4, MIP 3); Basketball l; 
Golf 2-4 CMIP 3, letter 3,4, co-capt. 4); 
ski club 2-4; Dramatics l; Winter carnival 
1-4; Intramural sports 1-4. 
LYNCH, JOSEPH P. 
Football 8, 1-4, (letter 2,3,4, lronduke 
1-4); Baseball 1-4 (letter 2-4); Basketball 
1-4 (letter 4); Intramural sports 1-4; Glee 
club; Newspaper. 
MACKAY, KATHLEEN A. 
C heerl ead i ng 1-4; basketball 1, 3, 4, 
(co-capt. 4); Intramural sports 1-4; NHS 
3,4; SAC 4 (class treas. 4, HRR 4); 
newspaper 4; yearbook 4; glee club 4; 
MCCARTHY, THOMAS W. 
Football 1-4 CAii-state conference 4); 
Basketball 1-4 (CAPT. 4); Baseball 1-3; 
Intramural sports 1-4; dramatics 3,4; 
Boxing 1-4. 
MCKENNA, RUSSEL J. 
Football 1-4 (capt. 1,4, MIP 3, Iron-
duke 2,3,4l; basketball 1-3; Track 1-4 
(MVP 2, all-state 1-4); Intramural sports 
1-4; Winter carnival 1-4; Boxing 1-4 CBest 
Bout l); SAC 2,4, (class vice-pres. 2, 
SAC vice-pres. 4); Glee club 3,4; News-
paper; College bowl capt.; Who's who in 
American High school students; Boys state 
del. 
MCTIGUE, MICHAEL P. 
Manager 2; newspaper 1, 4; yearbook 1, 
4; drama ti cs 4; Key Club 3, 4; Intramural 
sports 1-4; winter carnival 1-4; Track 2; 
golf 3. 
MERRIT I RANDY E. 
MILAN, DANIEL E. 
MILLER, EDWARD J. 
Dramatics 4; track 4; senior play; winter 
carnival 1-4. 
MITCHELL, CARLENE F. 
Mi Basketball 1,3,4 (letter 13,4); cheer-
leading 1,2 (letter); softball 2; Girls Athelic 
Ass ·. 2,3; L.A. Social Club 2,3,; Chorus 
2. 
MONTGOMERY, MEG M. 
SAC 1,3,4; Gymnastics club l; Glee 
Club 1,3; Dramatics 2,4; Girls state Del.; 
Who's who in America; Homecoming Queen 
cand.; Winter Carnival cand.; Yearbook 
staff. 
MOONEY I FRA NCI s 
Football 1-4 Clronduke 1-4); Track 3,4 
CAii-state) Intramural sports 2-4; Winter 
carnival 1-4; Who's who in America; Senior 
class play. 
MOONEY, JOHN T. 
Winter carnival 1-4; Art award 4; Cen-
tury Leader Ill runner-up 4; Key club; 
Newspaper 3, 4; SAC; Yearbook; College 
bowl capt. 
MOONEY I JOSEPH A. 
Football 1-4 Clronduke 4, MIP 4); bas-
ketball 3; Track 1,2; Golf 3,4; Glee club 
3,4; Key club 3,4; Intramural sport 1-4; 
winter carnival 1-4 (Best legs 2); News-
paper 4. 
MULLINS, THERESA M. 
CHEERLEADING l; basketball 2; Girls 
state del.; SAC; Field hockey 3; Volley-
bal I 3; Newspaper. 
MURRAY, ROBERT E. 
Chess team 1, 2, 3; Basketball l; SAC 
3,4; NHS 2,3,4; Key club 3,4, (pres) 
Yearbook 3,4 (Editor); Intramural sports 
1-4; Dramatics 12,4,; senior play; Boys 
state del.; College bowl capt.; Golf 2, 3, 4. 
NIEDOROWSKI, CHARLES K. 
Basketbal I l; newspaper l; Ski club 1-4; 
Intramural hockey 1-4. 
O'BRIAN, PERRY H. 
O'BRIEN, LISA M. 
Basketball 1-4 Clron Duchess 2); Cheer-
leading 1,3,4; Girls state del .; glee club 
3,4; SAC 4 (Treas.); Who's who in 
America; Yearbook 4 (Sec.); Intramural 
sports 1-4. 
PAULETTE, DEBORAH A. 
Manager 3,4; Photo club 4; Flag foot-
ball 3; pep club 1-4. 
POL YOT I SUSAN J. 
Pep club 2. 
POWERS, MARY ELLEN 
Pep club 1-4; basketball 2; softball l; 
Folk group 2-4; Intramural sports 1-4; 
CYO 1-3 (vice-pres.). 
QUINN, KATHRYN 
Winter carnival 1-4; Dramatics 1,4; 
cheerleading 1,2; Intramural sports 1-4; 
Newspaper 3,4; SAC 2,3,4 (Hist., S&M; 
Yearbook 3, 4; pep club 1-4; Who's who 
in America.: Track 2. 
REARDON, DEBRA L. 
Religion Award l; French II award; 
Manager 3,4; lritramural sports 3; Track 
3,4; 
RICE, KELLY G. 
Dramatics 1,2,4; Glee club 1-3; Pep 
Club 1-3 (pres.) 4; CYO 1,2,3 (pres.) 
Yearbook 4; News paper 2 . 
39 
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RICE, JANE MARIE 
Cheerleading 1-4; NHS 2-4; SAC 2-4; 
(Class sec. 2, class pres 4>; Glee club 4; 
Key club 4; Newspaper 4. 
ROSS, RAYMOND G. 
RUSSELL, ANDREW J. 
R Chess 1-4; F ootbal I l; Basketbal I 1-
4; Debate 1-4; SAC 3,4 CV-pres. 3, 
pres. 4) boxing show 2,3,4; NHS 2-4; 
Key club 3,4 (sec.>; newspaper 4; year-
book 4; lntramuralsports 1-4; Boy State 
del.; College bowl capt.; High honors 
1-4; perfect att. 1-4. 
RUTHER, PAULE. 
SHAW, JEANNE M. 
Pep club 3. 
SHEPPARD, KAREN M. 
Glee club 2-4; pep club 1-4; intramural 
sports 1-4; folk group 2 . 
SIMPSON, BRIAN J. 
Football 4; track 3,4; intramural sports 
3,4; basketball announcer 3,4; Sac 2 
(class pres.) 
SL YNE, MICHEAL K. 
Golf team 3,4 (lettered 3,4, MVP 3, 
co-capt. 4). 
SMITH, KATHERINE L. 
SAC 4; Pep Club 2-4; track 2; Drama-
tics 4; Intramural sports 1-4; newspaper 
2 -4; Ping-pong ch am pi on 2, 3; winter 
carnival 4; CYO 4; Honor rol 1 2-4. 
SOCKEBESON, ALBERT M. 
FOOTBALL 1,2,4, (lronduke 1-4); 
track 1,2; pep club 1-4; chess club 1-3; 
glee club 1-4; boxing 1-4; winter carni-
val 1-4. 
SOCKEBESON, KEVIN F. 
SULLIVAN, CHARLES M. 
Dramatics 1-4; Baseball 1-4; SAC 1-4 
(class v.p. l>; Key club 2-4 <Treas. 4); 
NHS 2-4 (Pres. 4); chess 2,3; Intramural 
sports 1-4; basketbal I 3; boys state del.; 
college bowl capt.; Winter carnival 1-4. 
TOOLE, TERRANCE J. 
Football 1-4; boxing 1-4; baseball 3,4; 
art club 3; ski club 1-4; intramural sports 
1-4; winter carnival 1-4; pep club 1-4. 
VAR NEY, LI SA A . 
Basketball 3,4(co-capt. 4>; softball 2-
4; track l; key club 4; SAC 3 ,4: glee 
club 3 4; Cheerleading l-3(c0-capt. 1,2, 
capt. 3 ); winter carnival 1-4; Intramural 
sports 1-4; newspaper 3, 4; photo club 4; 
Honorroll 1-4. 
VEILLEUX, GREGORY J. 
Football l-4<MVP 1,4, capt. 1 All-
state conference, lrst team off .&deff. 
3, 4, Iron duke 1-4); Basketbal I 1-4; 
baseball 1-4 (MVP 2,3, capt. 4); in-
tramural sports 1-4; Glee club 3,4; 
boxing 1-4; ski club 1-4; winter carnival 
1-4; honor rol I 3 . 
VEILLEUX, MARK P. 
Ping-pong champion 2 ,3. 
WHITNEY, DENNIS L. 
Football 1-4 (capt. 4, All-state con-
ference 3,4); basketball 1-4; pep club 
1-4; baseball 2-4; boxing 1,3, SAC 4; 
Key club 2-4; yearbook 4; Boys state 
del.; newspaper 1-4; ski club 1-4; Intra-
mural sports 1-4; Winter carnival 1-4; 
folk group 4; Perfect attendance award 
1,3,4. 
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Andrea White 
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Valerie Reardon Jenny Richardson 
Tom Russell Julie Sayko 
Jeannie Spel Iman Dan Stewart 
Joe Whitney Eric Zelz 
Karen Rowell 
Debbie Sheppard 
Ethel Sullivan 
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E D. Boudreau C. Boynton I. Brown 
5 
J. Cardorette W. Carey G. Chasse 
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S. Clarke D. Colford S. Cormier J. Cox 
E. Crocker T. Cummings T. Donovan R. Doucet 
D. Dunn R. Ent C. Fessenden T. Fifield 
R. Forsythe Y. Fournier 
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C. Furrough P. Geissler W. George Y. Gosse I in 
D. Gutherie G. Hami I ton S. Hartman M. Hodges 
J. Holton D. Hughes M. Hughes T. Kelly 
E. Lamb N. Lawrence J. Leblanc P. Levesque 
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J. Lindsay F. LittleJohn L. Lyford T. MacDonald 
P. Masse S. Matheson M. McCann P. McCarthy 
A. McGinley S. McQuarric B. Montgomery T. Moore 
A. Moreno R. Morneault J. Mullins B. Murphy 
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J. Nadeau 
C. Petrie 
R. Rioux 
R. Scribner 
R. O'Brien 
B. Redman 
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D. Russell 
M. Shaw 
J. 0 1Donnell 
C. Rice 
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• 
J. Sarger.t 
P. Slyne 
fl.. Pa tern i na 
D. Rice 
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M. Schulze 
R. Small 
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V. Sockbeson R. Spann L. Stanchfield R. Stewart 
M. Sullivan J. Toole B. Varney R. Veilleux 
E. Walsh 
N. White 
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C. Albans 
K. Buck 
M. Caulkins 
C. Colby 
B. Babin 
J. Burt 
B. Chasse 
P. Colley 
L. Bai I largeon J . Brown 
R. Cadorette W. Campbel I 
K. Clement T. Coffin 
C. Connors J. Cook 
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S. Cormier C. Cox B. Crocker G. Cushman S. Daigle 
D. Dall D. Davis T. Dionne 
I feel SICK! 
J. Dragon S. Dunbar D. Dunning 
T. Farrenkopf D. Fortier K. Giligan T. Goode E. Gosselin 
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J. Gosselin 
J. Hughes 
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P. LeBlanc 
J. MacDonald 
S. Guay 
K. Kenny 
P. LittleJohn 
L. MacDonald 
J. Higgins J. Higgins T. Higgins 
M. Knowles T. Largay T. Largay 
. - . 
\ -. jfllC. ... _ ...._ -
L. Loring 
C. MacKay Future VALEDICTORIAN? 
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S. Mardas J. Martin T. McCarthy 
Buenos Dias K. McCoy M. McKenna L. Merritt 
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M. Merritt M. Miller S. Miller D. Mitchell L. Mitchell 
R. Moeller 0. Monday M. Monroe B. Moore M. Mulligan 
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F. Murphy 
D. Pardilla 
S. Petrie 
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T. Reardon 
R. Musson 
T. Perry 
G. Pol lard 
S. Reglin 
M. Niedorowski J. Nugent D. O'Donnell 
M. Peters 
Lonely Life M. Reardon 
L. Rogers K. Russel I C. Sawyer 
57 
P. Shaw 
M. Sweeny 
J. Vereault 
M. Williams 
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C. Simpson A. Sockbeson P. Spel Iman A. Sullivan 
M. Toole J. Turner 
K. Walsh D. Ward 
R. Winkler C. Yaichner 
WATCH 
OUT! 
SOPHOMORES 
WE'RE COMING 
UP 
NEXT!! 
D. Zelz 
ATHLETICS 1976-1977 
SPRING SPORTS - 60-70 
HOMECOMING - 71-75 
FOOTBALL -76-90 
BASKETBALL - 91-104 
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1st Row: Terry Toole, Dennis Whitney, Lou Hardy, Danny Dean, Kevin Hughes 
Coach Bob Brennan. 2nd Row: Bob Dionne , Joe Whitney, Charlie Sullivan, Paul 
Smith, Greg Veilleux. 3rd Row: Tom McCarthy, Rod Pau lette, Phil Hannan, 
Mike Dionne, Roy Dionne, Joe Lynch. 
The John Bapst Baseball team posted 
only two wins during the 1976 season. 
Although they did have a disappointing sea-
son the team did not give up and had many 
close games. 
Losing only three seniors; Lou Hardy, 
Danny Bean and Kevin Hughes, the team 
is expected to be improved this year and 
looks forward for a more successful season. 
Mike Connol ly wi 11 be taking over the 
dutys as Basebal I coach, for Mr. Brennan 
has found his dutys as Athletic Director 
taking up a I arge portion of his ti me. 
The Award of Most Improved Player 
went to Charlie Sullivan and Most Valuable 
Player to Greg Veilleux. Dennis Whitney 
and Greg Veilleux both made All Con-
fere nee in 19 7 6. 
Coach Bob Brennan 
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11 Rod shows his real talent is in Track. 11 
"Its Carlton Fisk, Its Johnny Bench, NO Its 
only Rod. 11 
11 Big Mike gives it all he's got. 11 
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1st Row: Mngr. Kathy Rowell, Katie MacKay, Linda Hughes, Claire Mooney, 
Sue White, Patty Hughes, Mangr. Patty Milan, 2nd Row: Lisa Varney, Patty 
Welch, Amiee Burke, Terry Martin, Coach Miss Betty, Collette Naudeau, Sue 
Hughes, Elaine Hodkins Sheryll Furlong, Val Reardon. 
The John Bapst Softball team suffered its first losing season in 1976. But the record 
does not show the spirit, of the team, that never died. The team never gave up and came 
back to finish with five wins and eight losses on the season. They also had a great vic-
tory over Bangor High School and played tough against everyone. 
Linda Hughes did a super job her first year pitching and Katie MacKay always did a 
great job anywhere she played. This coming will see an improved team with returning 
veterans; Patty Hughes, Val Reardon, Aimee Burke, Lisa Varney, Claire Mooney along 
with some of last years freshmen team. 
The Award of Most Improved Player went to Sue White and Most Valuable Player to 
Sheryll Furlong. 
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"Linda places another pitch across the plate. 11 
11 Way to stick it to them girls" 
I 64 
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1st Row: Mngrs. Danny Guthrie, Dan Steward, 2nd Row: Debbie Hughes, 
Amy Moreno, Sue McQuarrie, Rose Veilleux, 2nd Row: Rhonda Rioux, 
Ann McGinley, Valena Sockbeson, Jane Cox, Sue Matheson, Sr. 
Martha. 
The main purpose of the Freshman softball team aims at training its members for the 
varsity squad. While they posted 110 victories in seven outings, they managed to bridge 
the gap on the scoreboard in each succeding game. With valuable experience behind them 
these athletes may confidently contend for a position with the varsity. 
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1st Row: Capts. John Varney, Ethel Sullivan, Mary Albans, Bob Paulette, 2nd 
Row: Brenda Redmen, Mary Sullivan, Debbie Hughes, Rhonda Rioux, Patty La-
Marche, Debbie Reardon, Margrete McCann, Lisa Lyford, Kathy Fessenden, Fran 
Littlejohn, Joan Montgomery, 3rd Row: Tim MacKay, Bill Kenny, Mary Patin, 
John Lindsay, John Patin, Danny Colford, Brian Simpson, Steve McManus, Mary 
Schulze, Bill Higgins, Russ McKinna, 4th Row: Tom Russell, Joe Cadorette, 
Mike Shaw, Pat Boudreau, Peter Zeis, Bill George, Kevin O'Connell, Todd 
Farrenkopf, Brian Ross, Fran Mooney, Tiki More, Mark Sock bes on, Chris De-
Salvator, Robbie Forsythe. 
Spring of 1976 brought a revitalized Track & Field program to John Bapst. It was the 
first time in the history of the school taht a complete womens' Track & Field program was 
provided. The Mens' program improved with more coaching person al and new equipment, 
our Boys' team finished second in the B division. The students responded to this opport-
unity with enthusiasum and in greator numbers. 
The most improved awards for the 1976 season went to Senior Captain John Varney 
and freshman hurdler Debbie Hughes. 
The most valuable awards were given to Chris Di Salvatore who gained 85.25 points in 
the season, and to Captain Mary Albans who consistantly placed well in the two mile run. 
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"Burt Reynolds, maybe!" 
11 Chris flies through the breeze 
with the greatest of ease. 11 
11 Fran enjoys the David Bowie look." 
&7 
11 Patty decides who to throw it at next. 11 
11 Maybe if I trip her? 11 
"Come on legs, just a I ittle higher! 11 
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1st Row: Donny Lynch, Brian Murphy, Pat Slyne, John Toole. 2nd Row: Buddy 
Murray, Mike Slyne, Mike McTigue, Joey Mooney, Dennis Dauphinee, Russ 
Scribner, Coach Jim Nahara. 
The 1976 Golf Team coached by the leader of the pack Mr. Jim Nahara enjoyed a 
relatively successful golf season. Leading the team with the most points, Mike Slyne 
was named the most valuable player for the year and Donny Lynch receiving the most 
improved. Both will equally share the responsibilities of captain for the 1977 season. 
Best of luck to the coming year boys. 
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"Donny finds himself in another dilemma." 
"FORE!!!" 
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"Thats the way Boys! 11 
Homecoming Queen Ana Paternina 
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Queens; A pre I Furrough, Ethel Sul I iv an, Ana Paternina, Tina 
Largay. Escorts Buddy Murray, Scott Hartman, Phi I Hannan, Bob 
Forsythe. 
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1930's; James "Shimmy" Rittal, 1940's; Ed Black, 
1950's; Tom Tilley, 1960's; Bud Farewell 
"Come on Bobby pi ck it up and run. 11 
"Way to go, Buddy. 11 
"So this is what its like." 
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"Coach Brennan and Dennis decide what 
to do next. 11 "Come on you guys ! 11 
"Team Set, Ready, Hit. 11 
"Tom and Billy produce a hole for Greg." 
" Dam n It! 11 
"Dennis shows them how it is done. 11 
75 
1976 FOOTBALL 
We They We They 
Messalonskee 22 2 Orono 22 0 
Lincoln 32 0 Bue ks port 40 12 
Dover-Foxcroft 28 0 Dexter 33 0 
Hampden 23 0 Old Town 20 0 
M. D.I. 70 22 Stearns 35 0 
76 
-L.T.C. CHAMPS 
1st Row; Coach Bob Brennan, Al Sockbeson, Joey Lunch, Joey Mooney, Capt. 
Russ Mc Kenna, Capt. Dennis Whitney, Capt. Bob Ford, Donny Lynch, Terry 
Toole, Frank Murray, Coach Mike Connolly. 2nd Row; Dan Stuart, Mngr. Andre 
Cushing, Fran Mooney, Mike Dionne, Terry Dunbar, Greg Veilleux, Chris Di-
Salvatore, Billy Higgins, Mark Dionne, Jeff Rand, Brian Simpson, Mngr. Dan 
Guthrie, Mngr. Ron Stuart 3rd Row; Bob Dionne, Rod Paulette, Brian Murphy, 
Joe Cadorette, Tom Cummings, Timmy MacKay, Timmy Higgins, Steve Bertolac-
cini, Tom McCarthy, 4th Row; Tiki Moore, Peter Lesveque, John Patin, Peter 
Geissler, Mike Shaw, Pat McCarthy, Mark Sockbeson, Mark Higgins 
Coached by Head Coach Bob Brennan, Mike Connolly, Ken Zuch and Tony DiSalvatore, 
the Crusaders finished the season gaining Co-Championship of the State Class C Crown, 
Little Ten Conference Championship, Penobscot Valley Conference Championship and one 
of the longest winning streaks in the school's history. 
This years team attained a State championship received by John Bapst only four times 
in the history of the school. They achieved the Little Ten Conference Championship for 
the first time leading, their opponents in both OffensP. and Defense. Defending their P. V.C. 
Championship, they ended the season with a 1 7 game winning streak. With 1 7 lettermen 
returning this streak will undoubtedly continue through next year. 
The Most exciting game of the year, pitted the undefeated Crusaders against the un-
defeated Old Town Indians to decide the L. T.C. Crown. Bringing in close to $10,000 
this game along with the others enormously helped the Athletic Department's budget and 
spirit. 
This year Greg Veilleux lead the team in scoring with Russ McKenna a close second. 
Greg was presented M. V. P. while Joey Mooney took home M. I. P. Not missing one prac-
tice in his high school career, Donny Lynch proudly walked away receiving his lone Silver 
Duke. Returning for another successful season Rod Paulette and Bob Dionne will lead the 
spirited Crusaders to defend their Championship Crown. 
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Joey Lynch Fran Mooney 
Jeff Rand 
Terry Toole Albert Sockbeson 
81 
Greg watches for trouble ahead 
"Come on Higgins! 11 
Russ reaches for the first down 
11 Greg , HE LP ! ! ! ! ! 11 
Tom scamps for six. 
Mark runs for extra 
yardage. 
84 
"Bob demolishes another unfortunate victim" 
Robert the Robot 
Veilleux lands in pay 
dirt. 
"Mike on 5 11 I 
11 Thats' the way to let them have it 
boys! 11 
11 We BEAT Old Town! 11 
Mark breaks for first and ten. 
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1st Row: Capt. Brian Simpson 2nd Row: Coach Mike Connolly, Chris 
Di Salvatore, John Patin, Rod Paulette, Bob Dionne, Mike Shaw, 
mngr. Danny Guthrie, 3rd Row: Joe Cadorette, Tiki Moore, Timmy 
MacKay, Brian Murphy, Timmy Higgins, Steve Bertolaccini. 4th 
Row: Mark Sockbeson, Peter Levesque, Jim Pardi Ila, Peter Geissler, 
Mark Higgins, Tom Cummings, Pat McCarthy 
1st. Row; Mangr. Jim Cook, 2nd Row; Coach Tony DiSalvatore, 
Mngr. Kevin Kenny, Tri-capts., Brian Moore, Dave Pardilla, 
Mike Toole, Mngr., James MacDonald Asst. Coach, John Le-
Blanc, 3rd Row: Chris Connors, Fergus Kenny, Jeff Hughes, Tom 
Dionne, Bruce Babin, Danny Fournier, Owen Monday, 4th Row; 
Pierre Littlejohn, John Brown, John Higgins, Paul LeBlanc, Mark 
Peters, Tim Higgins, 5th Row: Bill Curley, Scott Dunbar, Ray 
Shea, Al Moreno, John Breedlove, 6th Row: Peter Shaun, Andy 
Scokeeson, Tim Perry, Bob Winkler. 
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1st Row: co-capt. Aprel Furrough, Jeanne Spellman, 
2nd Row: Linda Hughes, :~atie MacKay, Jane Rice, 
Mary Albans, 3rd Row: Lisa O'Brein, Tammy Largay 
co-capt. Patty Hughes, Laure Chruchi 11, Ethel 
Sullivan. 
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1st Row: co-capt. Mary Sul I iv an, co-capt. CI are Mooney, 2nd Row: Luanne 
Morneault, Brenda Redman, 3rd Row: Rose Veilleux, Cathy Dunbar, 4th 
Row: Debbie Hughes, Debbie Sheppard. 
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Dear Mr. Brennan, 
Through your spirit and 
dedication to Bapst, You 
have united a group of boys 
and transformed them to a 
team of Champions, their at-
titudes and sportsman Ii ke 
manners on and off the foot-
bal I field, are a reflection of 
you and this school, estab-
ishing a tradition of respect 
in the community. 
Well chosen captains were vital to the 
success of the 19 76 Champs. Dennis 
Whitney's leadership held the team togeth-
er more than once, while Bob Ford's bru-
tality fired up each and every comrade. At 
all times Russ Mc Kenna set an example 
for everyone, in a II facets of the game of 
footba 11 and was considered the hardest 
working person on the team. 
To sum it all up Mr. Bob Brennan, 
Thanks! 
Kath and Katie 
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Ken Perrone, Captain Rod Paulette, Captain Bob Dionne, Coach Bob Brennan. 
End Tom McCarthy; Halfback Russ McKenna; Fullback Greg Veilleux; Halfback 
Mark Dionne; Center Mike Dionne, Quarterback Dennis Whitney 
47 
Tackle Jeff Rand, End Bob Ford, Linebacker Bob Dionne, Safety Greg Veilleux, 
Tackle Donny Lynch 
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1st Row; Nancy White, Captain Katie Mac Kay, Mary Sullivan, 2nd 
Row: Velena Sockbeson, Amiee Burke, Mary Patin, Val Reardon. 
Jed Russel I's T earn picture was unavailable 
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11Ahhhh 11 
11 Bi I ly try it with one hand instead of two. 11 
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11 Billy goes up for two. 11 
"Dennis displays a new way to bring the 
bal I down court. 11 
···----
11 Bob waits for the rebound to come to him. 11 
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VARSITY BASKETBALL 
Kneeling: Co-Captains Bill Higgin and Tom McCarthy, Standing: Assit. Coach Doug 
Cummings, Head coach Dick Soucy, Dennis Whitney, Rod Paulette, Bob Dionne Andrew 
Russell, Joey Lynch, Doug Stanchfield, Johnny Mullins, Joe Whitney, Frank Murray, 
mgr. Guy Chasse. Absent from picture: Mark Sockebeson, Coach Mike Connolly, Greg 
Veilleux 
The John Bapst Boys Varsity ended a fine season at 9 - 7 and in 6th place in Eastern 
Maine Class B. The Crusaders played exciting basketball all season and went on to the 
tournament 
Coached by Dick Soucy and Doug Cummings with assistance from Junior Varsity Coach 
Mike Connolly the boys from John Bapst bounced around the top 8 standings through out 
the season. 
Leading the Crusaders were Captains Billy Higgins andTom McCarthy. Tom excited 
the crowds with the ability of scoring all over the court, while Billy had the fans in a 
frenzy with his amazing ability underneath. Greg Veilleux assited both Higgins and McCar-
thy in both departments. Bob Dionne showed his all around ability by playing both out 
front and underneath. 
Out front the Crusaders were led by seniors guards Jed Russell and Dennis Whitney. 
Jed Russell brought in the shots when they were needed and Dennis illustrated his excel-
lent ball handling and shoting ability through out the season self starting. Rounding out 
the Broadway gang were Joe Whitney, Johnny Mullins, Doug Stanchfield and Mark Sock-
beson, along with the diminutive Rod Paulette and capable Bob Dionne. 
The Crusaders carried the name of John Bapst well along with supplying some fine 
basketbal I. 
Jed Russell Joey Lynch 
Captain Billy Higgins 
SENIORS Captain Tom McCarthy 
Greg Veilleux Dennis Whitney 
"Greg displays his talent in cheerleading also. 11 
I 
11 Tom goes up for a hoop, while Greg looks on 11 
11Joey goes for a rebound'1 
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JUNIOR VARSITY 
Kneeling: Russ Scribner, Chris Rice, Doug Stanchfield, Buth Furrough, Johnny Mullins, 
Brian Murphy, Standing: Mgr. Steve Bertolaccini, Tom Cummings, Pat McCarthy, Tim 
Curley, Steve Hartman, Mike Shaw, Timmy Donovan, Coach Mike Connolly. Absent from 
picture: John O'Donnell 
FRESHMAN 
Kneeling: Jim Cooke, Paul Spellman, Mark Peters, Paul LaBlanc, Ed Gosselin, John 
Higgins, Butch Babin. Standing: Tom Dionne, Bill Curely, Andy Sockbeson, Owen 
Monday, Bud Cushman, Jay Burke, John Brown, Rich Moeller Coach Jim Nahra 
VARSITY GIRLS BASKETBALL 
Kneeling: Linda Hughes, Val Reardon, Aimee Burke, Becky Chasse, Darcy 
O'Donnell, Rhonda Rioux, Standing: Mgr. Debbie Paulette, Mary Patin, Marie 
Matherson, Lisa O'Brien, Co-Captain Lisa Varney, Velena Sockbeson, Mgr. 
Debbie Reardon, Coach Lenny Miragliuolo. Absent from picture: Co-Captain 
Katie Mac Kay, Chris Mac Kay, Carlene Mitchel I, 
Coached by former graduate and athlete of John Bapst, Mr. Lenny Miragliuolo, 
helped the girls basketball teams, both Varsity and Junior Varsity, to a success-
ful season. Sparking the Crusaders with her sharp shooting, Aimee Burke led the 
team in scoring while Lisa Varney dominated the boards in rebounds. Lisa 0' Brien, 
Carlene Mitchel I and Katie Mac Kay pitched in their fair share to help the team 
out. The Girls did not accomplish the hopes of an outstanding season they had 
intended, But did succeed in surpassing their record of the past two years, and 
finished 6-12 on the season Leading the team next year will be Rhonda Rioux, 
Linda Hughes, Val Reardon, Aimee Burke, Mary Patin Marie Matheson, 
Velna Sockbeson, and the three youngest members Becky Chasse, Darcy O'Don-
nell, and Chris Mac Kay. 
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JUNIOR VARSITY 
GIRLS BASKETBALL 
Kneeling: Janie Cox, Linda Hughes, Clare Mooney, Barbara Massey, Laura Mc-
Donald, Maureen McKenna. Standing: mgr. Jean Turner Darcy O'Donnell, Anne 
McGinley, Captain Rhonda Rioux, Coach Lenny Miragliuolo, Mary Patin, Sue 
Matherson Debbie Hughes, Sue McQuarrie, Absent from picture, Rose Veilleux 
The girls Junior Varsity Basketball team finished the season with the best 
record of the school 12-3. Coached by Lennie M iragl iuolo, the girls established 
a sense of respect for girls basketball, hoping to bring more girls out for the 
sport. Teaching the girls the fundamentals of basketball, Mr. Miragliuolo has 
prepared them for further participation in the game of basketball. Playing in the 
J .V games they have experienced ballplaying and developed their own talents 
for the next years season. Good Luck next year girls, your talent can go far. 
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Jeanie Spellman, Debbie Sheppard, Ethel Sullivan, 
Jill Dunbar, Captain Patty Hughes, Kim Dunning, 
Tammy Largay, Laurie Church i II, Absent from picture: 
Co-Captain Aprel Furrough, Kathy Cummings, Luanne 
Morneault. 
Ana Paternina, Amy Moreno, Captain Mary Sullivan, Alice 
Woodcock, Brenda Redman, Nancy White, Francie Littlejohn 
Lisa Lyford, Absent from picture: Holly Babin, Cathy Dunbar, 
Pam Mancuso. 
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FRESHMEN CHEERLEADING 
Debbie Dunning, Teresa McCarthy, Tina Largay, Jennifer Chruch, 
Kathie Russel I, Patty Shaw, Mary Anne Mui ligan. 
Sharon Cormier, Patty Lamarche, Cindy Petrie, Terry Coffin, Colleen 
Boynton, Teresa Fifield 
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S.A.C. 
L. To R. J. Mooney, K. Smith, E. Sullivan (Sec.), M. Mont-
gomery, P. Perry, C. Sullivan, Mr. Murray (Advisor), L. 
O'Brien (Tres), R. Stewart, B. Redman, T. Higgins, B. Mur-
ray, R. McKenna (V.P.), J. Russell, (Pres.), K. MacKay, J. 
Rand. 
L . To R . W . Camp be 11, K . Smith, E . Su 11 iv an, 
M. Montgomery, L. O'Brien, R. Stewart, P. 
Perry, C. Sullivan, J. Russell, J. Mooney, E. 
O'Toole, N. Lawrence, C. Simpson, M. Sul-
livan, M. McCann, B. Redman, M. Peters, L. 
Varney, Z. Peters, E. Walsh, K. Gilligan, T. 
Goode, K. MacKay, D. Milan, D. Edinger, K. 
Quinn, B. Murray, M. Schultz, K. Bartlett, T. 
Higgins, L. Churchill, M. Degrass, C. Dunbar, 
J. Rand, Mr. Murray (Advisor), A. Gushing 
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KEY CLUB 
Seated L. To R. B. Varney, B. Murphy, J. Toole, R. For-
sythe, P. Perry, P. Levesque, J. Whitney, L. To R. A. 
Cushing, <Dist, Treas.), J. Russell, (sec.), B. Murray 
(pres.), C. SullivanCTreas), E. ZelzCV.P.), L. ToR. J. 
Rice, S. Hartman, J. Mooney, L. Stanchfield, M. Shaw, 
K. O'Connell, J. Mooney, M. Mc Tigue, P. Hannan, R. 
Dionne, Mr. Giroux, Advisor, R. Stewart, T. Higgins, D. 
Stewart, L. Varney 
L. To R. A. Cushing, B. Murray, J. Russell 
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------~; zoo 
1st Row: A. Moreno, R. Rioux, C. Dunbar, N. White, M. Patin, Mr. Sek-
era (Advisor) M. Sullivan, D. Hughes, D. Patella, J. Nadeau, S. Mc-
Manus, 2nd Row: R. Steward, B. Varney, B. George, J. Toole, E. Zelz, 
P. Perry, J. Higgins, L. Moroneult, K. Kenny, P. Littlejohn, P. Babin, 
T. Dionne, K. Giligan, S. Hartman, B. Moore, T. Cummings, J. Lynch, 
B. Higgins, J. Mullins, V. Sockbeson, B.Murpay, E. Sullivan, G. Chase, 
S. Bertolaccini, J. Lindsay, T. Kelly, D. Rice, D. Steward, M. Mc-
Tigue, D. Lavertu, J. O'Donnell, P. Geissler, R. Vellieux, T. Moore, 
B. Lindsay, L. Hughes, K. Quinn, T. Donavan, J. Hughes, R. Scribner, 
P. Levesque, L. Stanchfield, M. Dionne, D. Whitney. 
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1st. Row: K. Quinn, B. Linday, K. Smith, M. Patin, 2nd. 
Row: K. Barlett, K. Rice, D. Lavertu, Mrs Pastore, 
(Advisor) 
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1st Row: Ellen Donahue, Mary Albans, Katie MacKay, 
2nd Row: Lisa O'Brien, Jane Rice, Meg Montgomery. 
1st Row: Dennis Whitney, Bud Murray, Charlie Sullivan, 
2nd Row: Perry O'Brian, Jed Russell, Russ McKenna. 
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COLLEGE BOWL 
L. To R. J. Mooney, A. Cushing, R. McKenna, C. Sullivan, R. 
Murray, J. Russell 
N.H.S. 
L. To R. C. Sullivan, Pres., K. McKay, V.Pres., E. Donahue, Treas. 
D. Edinger, Sec., J. Russell, P. LaMarche, E. Sullivan, J. Whitney, 
R. Murray, P. Doyle, Miss Hayward, Advisor, J. Rice 
c 
A 
p 
T 
s 
c 
H 
E 
s 
s 
DEBATE 
L. To R. Seated, J. Russell, M. McTigue, P. LaMarche, A. Cushing, 
E. Donahue, B. George, L. To R. Standing, R. Stewart, D. Stewart, 
Sister Shaun, Advisor, E. Zelz, G. Hamilton, D. Zelz 
L. To R. Seated, R. Moeller, J. Cooke, P. O'Brien, P. Perry1 J. 
Russell, C. Sullivan, L. To R. Standing, J. Cadorette, D. BaKer, 
Father Cote, Advisor, P. Ruther, P. Boudreau, C. Simpson 
111 
112 
c 
L 
c 
FOLK 
L. To R. P. Ruther, M. Powers, T. Mardas, T. Farrenkopf, Sr. 
Martha (advisor), D. Dauphinee, K. Rice, P. LaMarche, K. Bartlett, 
K. Smith, B. Varney, B. Higgins, N. Lawrence, N. White 
L. To R. B. Crocker, E. Donahue, N. Lawrence, K. Smith, E. 
Sullivan, Sr. Luanus (Advisor), L. Cormier, L. Baillergeon, D. 
Lavertu, P. LaMarche, G. Hamilton, L. Nughent 
D 
R 
A 
M 
A 
PHOTO 
L. To R. K. Smith, R. Stewart, E. Zelz, Mr. Stiller (advisor) D. Stewart, 
K. Quinn, K. MacKay, L. Varney, R. Moeller, T. Farrenkopf, D. Paulette, 
P. LaMarche, S. McManus, T. MacKay, P. Perry, P. Smith, D. Zelz 
L. To R. C. Yaichner, J. Church, D. Fortier, K. Gilligan, K. Kenny, 
K. Smith, D. Paulette, M. Albans, E. Sullivan, K. Clement, B. 
Sanborn, S. Cormier, D. Lavertu, B. Hobbs, E. Donahue, P. La-
Marche, K. Bartlett, M. Degrass, B. Massey, D. Dunning, C. Sul-
livan, R. Stewart, Sr. Martha <Advisor), K. Rice, N. White, C. 
Davis, M. Sullivan, B. Simpson, M. McTigue, B. Murray, J. Hig-
gins, M. Matherson, T. Higgins, D. Stewart, J. Mooney, B. Cush-
man, B. Higgins, R. McKenna, E. Zelz, E. Miller, A. Cushing 
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NEWSPAPER 
Kneeling L.toR. M. Sullivan, M. Mulligan, M. McKenna, C. Simpson, K. 
Giligan, R. Moller, K. Kenny, J. LeBlanc, Seated L.toR. J. Mooney, K. 
Dunning, B. Higgins( Co-Editor), C. Gould (Co-Editor), Mr. Fl oyd(Advisor) 
D. \Alhitney, K. Quinn, L. Varney, R. McKenna, Standing L.toR.E. Ginn, 
T. McCarthy, M. Albans, M. Patin, R. Ford, M. Dionne, Z. Peters, G. 
Veilleux, K. McKay, M. DeGrasse, M. Dionne, L. 0 1 Brien, A. Cox. M. 
McTigue, J. Lynch, D. Edinger, B. Cushman, D. Brewer, L.Mitchell, K. 
Bart lett, T. Mullins, N. Lawrence, J. Russell, K. Smith, A. Cushing, D. 
Dauphinee 
GLEE CLUB 
HAS GROWN TO 128! 
MARCii 
Maria and Linda pretend to be Dr. J. Mary Patin and Father Bob 
Carnival Characters 
116 
Come on just a I ittle higher Fred has other talents besides basketball Coach 
118 
Hey .. loe, get that grin off your 
face 
Doing their thing 
Joe and Al ice enter from 
another world 
Cheese 
Albert takes a dive "Charge!" 
119 
120 
"Come on pul I you guys 11 
Excel lent Table manners, Joe 
"Reunion! They won't even graduate" 
Junior Talent 
11 Hey Russ and Dennis, How 
about a transplant. 11 
THIS 
IS 
YOUR 
LIFE! 
(SCHOOL) 
121 
And my mother wanted me to be a LAWYER! 
Isn't medicine WONDERFUL! Science is FANTASTIC! 
122 
Donny, this is Gross! "INSANE PEOPLE" 
11311 11 is SO boring!!! 
123 
A Studious Student?? Andre 1s better side 
11 To be or not to be?? If you were Kl NG? 
124 
A Sane Trio? 
Patty's not going to like this!! 
CAPTAIN KLUTZ 
PRIDE OF BAPST IN 11 76-77 11 
And NOW a word from 
our sponsor! 
I 
125 
Sr. Anne finds Religion 
Sr. Martha, Don't be daunted 
126 
One of the SENIORS' better moments 
spaceman of the year 
19 78 John A. Patin 
AH! 
Here's your man on the street! 
Do you have insurance? 
Do you believe I have the hie-cups? 
ALL'S I wanted was a piece of paper!! 
NO, Bob you DRINK not Eat it!!! 
Boy! Is Nancy ever going to be mad at 
YOU!!! 
Now, what did she say came after the first 
page?? 
And what did YOU learn in Biology class 
today? 
GOD., What did I do wrong this TIME?? 
I 
127 
128 
PL 0 p ! I PL 0 p ! I FI z z ! I FI z z ! ~ 
0 
oo 
0 
ONE of our RARE assemblies! 
AH-CHOO!!! 
A I kA -
Selzfer 
Do you believe I 1m dusting the chair? 
What college do YOU want to go to?? 
I have a feeling they don't like 
SHAKESPEARE?? 
WE'LL NEVER get Buddy out of that box!!!! 
CHEERLEADER OF THE MONTH? 11 COME INTO THE PARLOR 11 said the 
spider to the fly! 
129 
Do you think that they're taking our picture? 
I read, it, really!!! 
Mass Confusion!! 
Would she accept 
this as a book report? 
130 
Sta.te:s 
132 
CROWE 
FUNERAL HOME 
J. BRENDAN CROWE 
18 FOREST AVENUE 
BANGOR, MAINE 
New and Used Store Fixtures 
866 Essex St. 
COMMERCIAL 
REFRIGERATION AND 
AIR CONDITIONING 
INC. 
Bangor, Maine 
Tel. 942-5003 Gerald Rush 
CARPET SALES AND SERVICE 
SINCE 1922 
685 BROADWAY, BANGOR 
TEL. 945-9704 
OLD TOWN FUEL AND 
BUILDING SUPPLY CO. 
Your True Value Home Center 
11 Where You Will Find 
EVERYTHING for the home 11 
County Road Mi I ford 
CONGRATULATIONS 
AND BEST WISHES TO 
THE CLASS OF '77 
VERY REV. JAMES 
H. KEEGAN 
ST. JOHNS 
PARISH 
133 
134 
PEl!Sl·COLA 
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO. OF BREWER 
WILSON ST., BREWER, MAI NE 
Aid to education. 
,-,,_ -
~ h's the real thing.Coke . .._ 
POST 
OFFICE 
PHARMACY 
118 HARLOW ST. 
BANGOR, ME. 
HEADQUARTERS 
FOR 
CAMERA 
SUPPLIES 
TEEN CREME 
AND 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
OPEN 7 A. M. 
TIL 
11 P.M. DAILY 
FLOWERS 
BY 
RICHARD 
119 FOR EST AVE. 
Compliments 
of 
SAINT 
MARY'S 
PARISH 
BANGOR, MAINE 
Congratulations to 
the Class of '77 
135 
136 
COMPLIMENTS 
BANGOR HYDRO 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD 
OFFICE SUPPLY 
OFFICE AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
14 STATE ST. 
BANGOR, MAINE 
COMPLETE REPAIR AND 
SERVICE FOR EYEGLASSES 
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED 
LENSES AND FRAMES REPAIRED 
WIDE CHOICE OF FRAMES 
LARGE SELECTION OF SUNGLASSES 
FASHION EYEWEAR 
32 STATE STREET AND 
263 STATE STREET 
BANGOR-TEL. 945-3936 
BELFAST-TEL. 338-2571 
NORTHEAST BANK 
AND TRUST CO. 
MEMBER NORTHEAST BANKSHARE ASSOCIATION AND THE FDIC 
2 STATE STREET, BANGOR/INSTALIATION 
LOAN AGENCY 
AIRPORT MALL, UNION STREET, BANGOR 
366 WILSON ST. I BREWER 
1 CENTER STREET, MACHIAS 
101 SO. MAIN STREET, OLD TOWN 
UNIVERSITY MALL SHOPPING CENTER 
BEST WISHES TO 
THE CLASS OF 177 
JOHN BAPST STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES COUNCIL 
137 
138 
Good Luck 
to the Class 
of 
1977 
Compliments of the 
Y CLUB 
"DON" SOUCY 
AGENCY 
COMPLETE 
INSURANCE & REAL 
ESTATE SERVICE 
193 STATE ST. 
BANGOR, MAINE 
tel. 94 2-6 711 
GOSSELIN REAL TY 
DEWEY AND ED GOSSELIN-BROKERS 
26 CEDAR ST. 
BANGOR, ME. 
94 7-0701 
GOSSELIN'S BAKERY 
AND RESTAURANT 
263 MAINE STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 
STEVE'S PIZZAVILLE 
544 HAMMOND ST. 
BANGOR, MAINE 
TEL. 945-5343 
100% PURE OLIVE OIL 
IN OUR SANDWICHES 
GRANT TRAILER SALES 
BROADWAY FURNITURE 
COMPANY 
614 BROADWAY 
BANGOR, MAINE 
EAST SIDE MOBIL SERVICE 
TIRES 
BATTERIES 
TUNE-UPS 
AC CE SSA RI ES 
PARTS 
INSURANCE 
MOBILE HOMES 
TRAVEL TRAILERS 
TWIN CITY 
MOBILE HOMES 
INC. 
98/STATE/ST. 
BANGOR, ME. 
BAR HARBOR RD., BREWER, ME. 
207/989-3273 
GORDON RICHARDSON 
139 
140 
THE QUINN AGENCY 
COMPLETE 
REA L EST ATE - I NS U RANCE 
292 HAMMOND ST. 
BANGOR, MAI NE 04401 
RUBY'S AUTO CYCLE SCHOOL 
J. F. SINGLETON 
27 STATE STREET 
947-7938 
COMPLIMENTS TO THE CLASS OF '77 
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE 
APPRAISALS 
289 STATE STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 
SINCE CUSTOM AUTO PAINTING A SPECIAL TY 
1903 
40 YEA RS EXPERIENCE 
CONLOGUE AUTO 
BODY SHOP 
ODLI N ROAD, BANGOR 
FASHION WAY BOUTIQUE 
FAMOUS NAME CLOTHING OJ 
AND LINGERIE a co 
0 TWIN CITY PLAZA co z 
:5 OPEN 7 DAYS rn 9-9 co a::: :::0 
OIL LP GAS <( KEISER-ROTH-LINGER IE 0 <.!} 0 
DITTOS-HAPPY LEGS ;;;;::: 
(/) 
BACON & ROBINSON AND MANY OTHER FAMOUS 
STICKNEY & BABCOCK NAME BRANDS 
BROADWAY DAIRY QUEEn 
"llomr- of l '1 n r• Hr a:,.·r f ou•l .. 
621 HAMMOND STREET bbb BROADWAY Across from 
' s .. adway r~ . 
Shopp ing Ctntrr I I , 
BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
BANGOR ) /"""' 
TEL : ~\ 
945-9266 : :_,~ ~ ~ -~ ~" · .. ~ > ·f-;i ·,-~
' 
b . . t? 1az1er. INS~~·~-;~ING 
AIR CONDITIONING 
•Rrg. U.S. Pat. Off . Am. 0 . Q. Corp. 
~ l en J Am. D. Q_ Corp, 
OUR BEST WISHES 
TO EACH OF YOU 
AND C 0 NG RAT U LAT I 0 NS ! CONGRATULATIONS, GRADUATES 
WHATEVER YOUR PLANS MAY BE, 
REMEMBER 
THE LINDSAY'S THE IMPORTANCE OF THRIFT IN 
PLANNING FOR 
THE FUTURE, DID YOU KNOW THAT 
THREEBEE-JAY FARM BANGOR SAVING BANK HAS BEEN SERVING 
MAINE FAMILIES SINCE 1852? 
WESTGATE TEXACO SERVICE WE INVITE YOU TO MAKE THIS BANK YOUR BANK FOR SAVINGS. 
RELIABLE AUTO SERVICE 
MAJOR AND MINOR REPAIRING BANGOR SAVINGS BANK 
TUNE-UPS ROAD SERVICE 
FU LL LINE TEXACO PRODUCTS 
MEMBER FDIC 
861 UNION STREET 
BANGOR 
TEL.: 947-7121 
TV STAMPS 
141 
142 
PATRONS 
MR. HARLOW FLOYD 
A FRIEND 
LYNNE GASS 
MR. RAYMOND GIROUX 
MRS. GENEVIEVE LAMARCHE 
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM A. LINDSAY 
MARGARET MC DONALD 
MR. & MRS. FRANK PASTORE 
DOUGLAS & KELLY RICE 
MR. & MRS. WYMAN RICE 
TINY TOT DIAPER SERVICE 
MRS. RUTH WHITTEMORE 
WLBZ RADIO 
MR. & MRS. DAVID STILLER 
MR. & MRS. ROBERT E. MURRAY 
BEST WISHES TO THE 
CLASS OF 1977 
FROM 
THE JOHN BAPST 
PARENT TEACHER CLUB 
FROST'S MARKET 
703 MAINE ST. 
BANGOR, ME. 
T. J. TOOLE PROP. 
EAST SIDE MOBILE 
TIRES 
BATTERIES 
TUNE-UPS 
ACCESSORIES 
98 STATE ST. 
BANGOR ME. 
143 
144 
INVESTORS 
DIVERSIFIED SERVICES 
15 CROSS ST. 
RM.63 
WE HANDLE TAX EXEMPT BONDS 



